Abstract
Introduction
Since it is extremely costly to maintain part order throughout the manufacture cycle, for example by keeping parts in pallets, parts are often delivered in bags or boxes, from where they must be picked out and sorted. A parts feeder is a machine that orients such parts before they are fed t o an assembly station.
Currently, the design of parts feeders is a black art that is responsible for up to 30% of the cost and 50% of workcell failures [15, 3, 8, 21, 221 . "The real problem is not part transfer but part orientation.", Frank Riley, Bodine Corporation [19, p.316 , his italics]. Thus although part feeding accounts for a large portion of assembly cost, there is not much scientific basis for automating the process.
The most common type of feeder is the vibratory bowl feeder, where parts in a bowl are vibrated with a rotary motion so that they climb a helical track. As they climb, a sequence of baffles and cutouts in the track create a mechanical "filter" that causes parts in all but one orientation to fall back into the bowl for another attempt at running the gauntlet [3, 19,201. To improve feedrate, it is sometimes possible to design the track so as to mechanically rotate parts into a desired orientation (this is called conversion). Related methods use centrifugal forces [8] , reciprocating forks, or belts to move parts through the filter [18] .
Sony's APOS parts feeder [13] uses an array of nests (silhouette traps) cut into a vibrating plate. The nests and the vibratory motion are designed so that the part will remain in the nest only in a particular orientation. By tilting the plate and letting parts flow across it, the nests eventually fill up with parts in the desired orientation. Although the vibratory motion is under software control, specialized mechanical nests must be designed for each part [14] .
Singer and Seering [22] proposed several designs for parts feeders where programmed vibration was used to drive parts into a stable configuration. These methods can be useful for bringing parts into one of several poses where its center of mass is as low as possible.
Despite their popularity, these vibratory feeders have some disadvantages:
1. Parts may get wedged or entangled in filters. 2. Parts may get damaged when dropping back into the bowl, or worn by repeated rejections. In the first configuration (Figure l) , the plate is attached to the shaker armature such that it is forced to vibrate in the longitudinal direction. For low amplitudes and frequencies, the plate moves longitudinally with no perceptible transverse vibrations. However, as the frequency of oscillations is increased, transverse vibrations of the plate become more pronounced. The resulting motion is similar t o the forced transverse vibration of a rectangular plate, clamped on one edge and free along the other three sides.
The nodes for these transverse oscillations can ei- For the configuration in Figure 1 , the location and shape of the node depends on the frequency of vibration. Figure 3 shows the experimental determination of the nodes for frequencies of 60 Hz and 100 Hz. The second configuration for the plate (Figure 2 to the rod and the hinged ends, become dominant, and the node shape gets complicated. This effect can be seen at 20 Hz (Figure 4 ), where the node shows a tendency t o get "pulled" towards the point where the plate is clamped to the rod.
Behavior of Planar Parts
If we put planar shapes on the vibrating surface, there is a marked tendency for them t o move towards the node and end up in one of a finite number of stable orientations. We observe the following features over a wide range of frequencies in both the experimental setups: 0 From all initial positions on the plate, the objects move towards the node. They end up in a stable position around some point on the node, which depends on the initial position of the object. e As the object approaches the node (as we show later, after some portion of it crosses the node), there is a tendency for it t o rotate until it reaches one of a finite number of stable orientations. Figure 5 shows two planar shapes, a triangle and a trapezoid, after they have reached their stable position and orientation for the setup in Figure 1 . To better illustrate the orienting effect, the curve showing the node has been drawn by hand. Figure 6 , similarly shows the stable position of the planar parts for the second setup (Figure 6) .
Over the large number of experimental runs performed, there are a couple of qualitative observations describing the ease and speed with which the parts get into a stable configuration:
e At higher frequencies of oscillation, both the velocity of the part towards the node, and the rate of orientation, are relatively faster.
o Objects with a higher degree of rotational asymmetry get into a stable orientation more easily. Although the location of the node is better identified in the second setup, the lower operating frequencies make the localization of the part at the node, and the corresponding orienting behavior, much slower. These trade-offs are design considerations that need to be investigated separately.
Identifying the Force Field
The underlying dynamics that causes the objects placed in avibrating surface t o move towards the node give rise to an effective force field. In order to develop a theory for using our device as a viable method for sensorless manipulation, it is important to determine the genesis and variation of this force field over the vibrating plate.
When particles are spread on a vibrating surface, they collect at the nodes, resulting in patterns known as Chladni figures (after Chladni [SI). Rayleigh [17] describes the motion of the particles towards the nodes in the following words -"the movement to the nodes is irregular in its character. If The forces that cause the particles to move to the node act on any object placed on the vibrating surface, generating an effective force field. The underlying dynamics of this phenomenon is still poorly understood. In the Appendix we give an approach towards an analytical model for the more tractable case of the planar motion of a particle bouncing on a string in transverse vibration.
Results of our experiments indicate that the forces at each location of the plate can be thought of as proportional to the amplitude of vibration, and perpendicular to the sinusoidal "envelope" surface of the oscillating plate. They are also proportional to the oscillation frequency] and the coefficient of restitution. The first order approximation near the nodes can be used to show that the force field is perpendicular to and points towards the node, and varies linearly with the distance from the node. This information is enough to predict the final stable orientation for the parts. For simulating the field far from the node, we approximate its magnitude by a sine variation normal to the node curve.
Motion of Parts on the Plate
The case of general objects on the plate is more complicated than individual particles, because the determination of the point on the object that undergoes impact, and the resulting impulses, are both difficult problems to solve. For our analysis, we ignore effects such as rolling and tilting of the parts and assume that the contact geometry remains constant over the impacts.
Instead of dealing with general parts, for which a more complicated formulation would be required, we look at planar parts for which deriving the stability properties is relatively straightforward.
We can consider the planar parts as a conglomeration of "particles", each of which interacts with the plate and experiences the effective force field discussed in Section 3. The forces have to be averaged out over the area of contact, giving a specific force (per unit area), f, that acts on all points of the planar object.
Let P be the planar part in contact with the vibrating plate V , and c denote the center of mass of P , with S its surface in contact with V ; the total force F and the moment M around c can be obtained by integrating the force field f over the contact surface S,
We have made a series of assumptions to suggest that a force field exists for parts on a planar plate. Our experimental results indicate that they are good engineering assumptions when we observe the system over time, due to an averaging effect caused by the vibration of the plate. An "exact" modeling of the impact dynamics between part and plate is intractable as well as unnecessary for our purposes.
Prediction of Rest Configurations
Consider a part P on the vibrating plate V . A rest configuration is a placement of P on V such that P remains stationary, and stable with respect to small disturbances. In a rest configuration, the force and moment acting on P are in equilibrium. This equilibrium condition is met when the force F and the moment M (Eqs. (1, 2) , Section 4) are zero:
Example (a) Turn Function t p
Consider a case similar to Figure 6 where the vibrating plate V lies in the z-y-plane, and its node is a straight line coinciding with the y-axis. Further assume that the force field generated by V can be described as follows:
Under these assumptions the equilibrium condition (Eqs. 3, 4) simplifies to:
CZ -c, I y-axis Force and moment equilibrium is not sufficient in practice for a part to come to rest. An equilibrium may be metastable, i.e. small disturbances of the part position or orientation may cause the part to move away from equilibrium. To understand this effect better consider a part P in orientation 0 in force equilibrium ( F = 0). For each orientation B we can de- termine the resulting moment M on P. Note that for given 0, M is determined uniquely. Thus we obtain a map from orientation 8 t o moment M . We call this For a more detailed discussion of turn and alignment functions refer to Goldberg [9] and Bohringer et al.
[l].
Extension to Arbitrary Force Fields
In the previous example the simple form of the force field f yielded simple conditions for rest configurations for part P . If P is polygonal, there exist explicit for- 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 t 1 1 1   ~. 1 1 . 1~1 , 1 7 1 1 1 1 1 1   1 1 1 1 , 1 , , 1 ~~~~l~~~~r r r r r r r r t r ) , 1 . , , , . , Figure 9 shows the simulation of an experiment similar t o the one in Figure 3. Here we model the node as a hyperbolic curve such that the magnitude of f increases proportional with the distance to the node. This is an approximation to the sinusoidal increase in f predicted in the Appendix. Linear approximation is valid because we are primarily concerned with the alignment properties of the part in the vicinity of the node.
Comparison with Experiments
The observed rest configurations in experiment and simulation coincide closely. We conclude that t o determine the rest configurations we can approximate f with a linear function, which allows the use of analytical methods to determine rest configurations. In the previous section we have described how our device aligns parts with vibratory nodes by an openloop manipulation strategy. Our goal is now to bring parts into a specific configuration from where they can be picked up for further processing. In the following we will explain how our device can achieve this task without the use of sensors. Furthermore it is possible to generate and execute these plans automatically by the control software.
As Chladni observed, a wide variety of node shapes can be generated by changing the frequency of the vibrating plate. In addition, clamps can be employed as removable fixtures to generate other types of nodes. A single vibration of the plate reduces the set of possible configurations of a part to a (usually one-dimensional) subset. Subsequent application of different appropriate vibrations can further reduce the size of this subset. Thus we obtain sensorless part alignment plans that are similar t o the robot grasp plans developed by Goldberg [SI, and the actuator array plans described by Bohringer et al. [l] , and Will and Liu [26] . In his analysis for robot grasp plans, Goldberg [9] shows that any polygonal part can be aligned up t o symmetry by such a sensorless alignment plan. Chen and Ierardi [5] showed that the length of the plan is linear in the number of rest configurations of the part. Further experiments need t o be done t o study the effect of surface geometry and friction properties on the final part configuration. The analysis can be further developed t o determine the nodes and the vibration mode shape for a given plate setup, and the information used in conjunction with the part geometry and surface property to predict the part behavior. We also propose a n extension of the experimental setup by adding software controlled clamps t o alter the node shapes in a systematic manner. This will then be combined with automatic calibration of the setup by determining nodes using edge detection, and a planner t o automatically generate a plan t o get a given part in a desired orientation. Other manipulation tasks like sorting and separating parts of different shapes (as proposed in [26] ) are also of great interest. A detailed experimental investigation of the device over a range of parameters and varied operating conditions, combined with development of planning tools is required to make this a viable alternative t o existing part feeders.
Extensions and

Appendix Particle Bouncing on a Vibrating String
To understand the effective forces on particles on a vibrating surface, we look at the more tractable case of the planar motion of a particle bouncing on a string in transverse vibrations (Figure 11) .
The string vibrates in the first mode, and is not affected by its interaction with the particle. The shape of the string, at time t, for a given x location is:
where Y is the frequency of oscillation. The position of the particle is given by (z,, yp) .
The interaction between the particle and the string is through a sequence of impacts. We use a model for particle impact with a finite friction coefficient p, and a coefficient of restitution e. 0 is the slope of the string at the point and instant of impact, and is small for small amplitudes of string vibration.
The motion of the particle can be simulated as a series of impacts with the string, with the particle in free flight in-between. The change in the momentum of the particle during impact, is calculated using a simple planar impact model. Figure 1 2 shows the results of a numerical simulation of the model at two different values of e.
For a p,article starting at rest, at t = 0, we find that y p >> x,. Using the assumption that the amplitude of oscillations is small, sin0 M tan0 , cos0 z 1. If (kF,ig) represent the velocity just before impact, the velocity just after impact (i$,$), is:
where vrelt = (y; -T i ; ) sin 0 + k;, is the relative velocity along the tangential direction before impact, and a: E [0,1] is the dissipation factor that depends on p.
After the impact, &$ is a sum of the relative tangential velocity beifore impact, attenuated by friction; and a component froin the impulse in the normal direction, which depends on( e and the slope of the string at the point of impact. The portion of z impulse added purely due to the effect of the string can be approximated as -e ys sin@, by setting y ; = 0. If this component of the impulse were spread uniformly over time, {,he effective force, F,fi, that the particle would experience is:
Fefi 0: -veA2sinz cos2avt cosx sin2avt (10) We now use the argument that it is more probable for the particle to impact the string at times when the string is above the mean rest position, to show that over a large number of impacts, the time dependent terms in equation (10) average out to a positive quantity. Therefore, the time averaged effective force, Favg, experienced by the particle is:
This confirms the intuition and the observed behavior that the particle moves faster at higher amplitudes of string oscillation, coefficient of restitution, and oscillation frequency. The sine dependency of the force with x ensures that it points towards the corresponding nodes on either side of the anti-node at z = 4.
